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  Open Access 
repository for
research data




  OJS platform for
journals and series
  DOIs and ISSNs
  LOCKSS




  8 journals, 2 series
  2 journals and
3 series planned
  Repository for 
project information
  Interfaces to all
BORIS installations
  Interfaces to the
university’s financial
and staff databases















  DMP Writing Labs
  Review of 
publishing agree-
ments and DMPs
  Verifying self- 
archiving policies
and metadata










  Open Access reposi-
tory for publications
  Entry portal for
research evaluation
  ORCID integration
  Green and gold OA
  Linkout to PubMed
  DOIs
  ~ 90’000 publications
  Publication platform 
for dissertations
  Long-term archiving 
at the Swiss National
Library
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